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Chapter 3

THE JEWISH VAMP OF BERLIN
Actress Maria Orska, Typecasting, and Jewish Women
Kerry Wallach
“Maria Orska, she is simply the actual embodiment of the human beast.... here, again, she
is the man-beguiling Lulu, so vivid in her performance that one can almost hear her words.”1
With these lines in his review of Die Bestie im Menschen (1920/21), critic Fritz Olimsky
describes Orska as she was widely regarded: a femme fatale Lulu or vamp type known for her
tragic, expressive performances, who was often cast in psychologically complex roles involving
dramatic love affairs. Orska, like her Hollywood contemporary Theda Bara, rarely moved
beyond her reputation for playing this type of character. In addition to exploring the largely
overlooked work of Jewish theater and film actress Maria Orska (1893–1930), this chapter takes
Orska as the basis for a broader discussion about casting, Jewishness, and gender. To what extent
were known Jewish actresses cast in certain roles—including roles that were coded Jewish—in
Weimar films? How did widespread perceptions of Jewish women affect the reception of the
roles they played?
In early twentieth-century Germany, the circulation of Jewish types and stereotypes
extended beyond individual films to actors whose bodies and previous roles established a kind of
intertextuality. 2 By studying these types and the actors who played them, we stand to gain a
better understanding of how typecasting figured in the construction of images of Jews and other
minorities associated with racial or ethnic difference. Gender, too, played a significant role when
it came to the depiction of Jews on screen and the casting of Jewish parts. Maya Barzilai’s
chapter in this volume explores typecasting with respect to several Jewish male actors, including
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Henrik Galeen and Alexander Granach. Jewish women experienced typecasting somewhat
differently from their male counterparts: notably, Jewish characters and roles that were coded
Jewish did not always go to Jewish actresses. For example, although vamp characters were
arguably coded Jewish, most of the dark-haired actresses who played these roles were not
Jewish.3 Instead, the actresses themselves were more likely to be taken for Jewish because of
their roles, and Jewishness was constructed based on perceived differences. The casting of such
roles demonstrates how typecasting relied on both physical profiling and gendered stereotypes.
Maria Orska represents one of only a few female actors in Weimar cinema who was
regularly typecast in roles that, although not usually explicitly Jewish, still serve to some extent
as ciphers for Jewish otherness. The otherness projected onto Maria Orska was an integral part of
her public image, and many of her performances were coded Jewish due to her dark coloring and
eastern European background. Orska’s characters simultaneously invoke the orientalized
beautiful Jewess figure of the nineteenth century, and the seductive, dark-haired vamp of the
1910s and 1920s.4 Her so-called exotic and bestial presence represents a type that was feared,
admired, and even renounced for its difference—and also for its connections to Jewishness.

Always a Lulu or a Salome: Orska’s Life and Acting Career
Although Orska’s biography was typical insofar as she first worked in Vienna and then in Berlin,
Orska spent the first sixteen years of her life in Russia and thus possessed a stronger personal
connection to eastern Europe than many of her contemporaries. She starred in fourteen films
from the mid-1910s into the early 1920s, though she was better known as a theater actress. By
her November 1916 performances of Lulu in Berlin, Orska was marked as a certain type, a vamp
who preceded other non-Jewish actresses (Asta Nielsen, Louise Brooks) who later became better
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known for their vamp characters in German films. Orska stopped making films in 1923 and died
in 1930 at age 37, which prevented her from having as great an impact on the Weimar film scene
as others. Still, her legacy is deeply entangled with German performance culture and its many
players, and hers is a lesser-known story worth telling.
By most accounts, Orska was born Rahel Blindermann in 1893 in Nikolaev in southern
Russia (near Odessa; today Ukraine).5 She was reportedly discovered by Ferdinand Gregori, who
heard her doing a dramatic reading in Russian of Nikolai Gogol’s Diary of a Madman. Due in
part to political persecution in Russia, she made her way to Vienna in 1909. Several sources
claim that when Blindermann arrived in Vienna she was especially wise for her years because
she had already participated in such revolutionary activities as an assassination attempt against
the governor of Kishinev. 6 In Vienna she studied German, acting, and philosophy. She adopted
the stage name Daisy Maria Orska while training and performing in Vienna, Mannheim, and
Hamburg. Her creativity also took other forms, and she even tried her hand at writing a short
tragedy titled “The Astronomer.”7
After her arrival in Berlin in 1914, Orska quickly made contacts in the Berlin theater and
film worlds, and celebrity soon followed. She became known simply as Maria Orska, a name that
did little to mask her well-known foreignness and Jewishness. Orska was a diva par excellence;
she was known to be wild, fiery, passionate, and enchanting on stage, but especially difficult to
work with backstage and when the cameras were not rolling. In Berlin, she often performed at
the Theater in the Königgrätzer Straße (Hebbel-Theater), where she worked with directors Carl
Meinhard and Rudolf Bernauer, and in Max Reinhardt productions. Orska often appeared in
public wearing fur coats and wraps; she was known for her signature pearl necklace, which was
rumored to have such illustrious yet improbable origins as Bismarck or the Grand Duke Nikolai
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Nikolajewitsch of Russia. Like many other actresses, Orska occasionally appeared as a fashion
model, as in one fashion show for the designers Herrmann Gerson, Regina Friedländer, and
Schwabe & Meyer. 8 As her fame grew, she was often featured in such Berlin magazines as
Elegante Welt, Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung, Der Querschnitt, and Die Dame. She was dubbed the
“uncrowned queen of Berlin.” 9 On several occasions, photo spreads of her elegant and
extravagant apartment were included in these articles. A modern portrait from 1926/27 by the
photographer Yva (Else Neuländer-Simon) shows Orska in three different powerful and even
triumphant-looking roles (see figure 3.1).
Two of Orska’s theatrical roles, as Lulu in Frank Wedekind’s Erdgeist (Earth Spirit,
1895) and as the title role in Oscar Wilde’s Salome (1891), remained the ones for which she was
best known, though her repertoire also included Grillparzer and Ibsen, as well as numerous
Strindberg plays. Lulu, an inscrutable and seductive creature who brings about the death of
multiple husbands, is forebodingly characterized as a menacing animal, perhaps a murderous
snake, in the prologue of Wedekind’s play. Orska’s performances of Lulu convinced audiences
and critics that Orska was “truly authentic” and played Lulu “as no one else would be able to
play her again.”10 One journalist argued that even while performing other roles, Orska remained
the quintessential Lulu, Delilah, or Pandora-type, “the deliberate vampire, prompted by the inner
demon to suck the blood of men.” 11 In fact, Orska played Lulu on stage more than five hundred
times. Prior to Orska’s performance of Lulu, others’ interpretations of the Lulu character
supposedly closely resembled Salome. In Orska’s rendering, Lulu became more reckless,
belligerent, and sensual, but somehow more sophisticated in the end.12
But, for whatever reason, Orska did not star in any of the Lulu films made while she was
still acting. The 1917 film Lulu starred Erna Morena, and several other non-Jewish actresses
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went on to become far more famous for their Lulu roles in Weimar films. These actresses also
became iconic in part for cultivating dark images, though they were neither exoticized nor
typecast in the same way. Danish-born Asta Nielsen (1881–1972), who played Lulu in the 1923
film version of Erdgeist (dir. Leopold Jessner), was cast in a wide range of roles and was
associated not only with the vamp type but also with many others. Similarly, American actress
Louise Brooks (1906–85), whose Lulu in Die Büchse der Pandora (Pandora’s Box; 1929, dir.
G.W. Pabst) made Brooks an instant sensation in Germany, played a number of vastly different
roles and is known to have condemned typecasting because it did not work for her. 13 Ofer
Ashkenazi has suggested that the Lulu of Weimar cinema can be read as an outsider who seeks
to become part of a middle-class milieu, but ultimately remains too destructive to combine her
distinctive background with a bourgeois identity. 14 If Lulu is at once vamp and outsider, it is not
difficult to see how this type—and the women who played her—also stood in for aspects of
Jewishness.
As Salome, one of Orska’s few overtly Jewish theatrical roles, Orska enchanted
audiences with her sinister, bestial demeanor. Oscar Wilde depicts his sought-after heroine as
powerful and vengeful; following her performance of the dance of the seven veils at King
Herod’s request, Salome demands the head of Jokanaan (John the Baptist) in return. Artist
Ottomar Starke remembered helping Orska rehearse her Salome role: “She jumped around evilly
with my [the Baptist’s] severed head.” 15 One critic described Orska in an early performance of
Salome in Hamburg: “Half-naked, animalistic, with those quiet screams, she made pathos seem
melodramatic and emphasized the sense that the word pathos meant nothing other than deepest
misery.”16 Repeatedly performing savage, untamable characters only exacerbated perceptions of
Orska as the embodiment of a certain type. Even a portrait of Orska by Dietz Edzard
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immortalized Orska in what was described as an animalistic style. 17 Orska was not the only
notable Jewish actress to play Salome, though Orska’s Salome was considered the most bestial.
Hollywood film legend Alla Nazimova (1879–1945), another Russian Jewish actress, famously
produced and starred in a 1923 early art film version of Wilde’s drama. Patricia White has
suggested that Nazimova’s Salome was decadent, American, and woman-made. 18 Orska’s, in
contrast, was menacing, inhuman, and evocative of women’s presumed suffering and neuroses.
Many recollections of Orska suggest that the tumultuous, scandalous nature of her
personal life mirrored and informed the roles she played on stage and screen.19 Orska had several
traumatic love affairs, including a troubled marriage to banker Baron Hans von Bleichröder
(1888–1938) that ended in divorce in 1925. She was rumored to have behaved erratically and
eccentrically, including breaking glass candlesticks on a Paris street, throwing tureens of hot
soup onto waiters, throwing valuable jewelry out of cars, and hitting her chauffeur with the
handle of her umbrella whenever he took a wrong turn. 20 Personal crises afflicted Orska
throughout the 1920s, particularly when her sister, Gabriele Sera-Manischedda, hanged herself in
a Berlin hotel in 1926, reportedly in part due to her addictions to morphine and cocaine.21 Orska,
too, notoriously suffered from a morphine addiction and spent considerable time intoxicated (im
Rausch), including while performing. It is telling that a striking photograph of Orska with
exaggeratedly black-rimmed eyes illustrates the section on cocaine in a 1927 book on the history
of vice.22 Like Anita Berber, a German actress and dancer who was also widely known for her
substance abuse and vamp roles and who died in 1928, Orska’s life was shortened significantly
due to her addictions.
The final decade of Orska’s life included many personal and health struggles that took
place in the public eye, which only exacerbated associations of Jewish women with mental
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illness and suicide. She performed on stage only rarely after 1927.23 In December 1929, Orska
was admitted to a sanatorium near Vienna. Six months later, on May 15, 1930, she died from an
overdose of veronal sleeping medicine. Veronal was a common method of suicide at the time,
including among German-Jewish women, who had a disproportionately high suicide rate.24 The
medicine was also immortalized in Arthur Schnitzler’s novella Fräulein Else (1924) in which a
Jewish girl from Vienna takes her own life, and in the 1929 film version of Fräulein Else, which
starred Elisabeth Bergner. 25 Director Carl Meinhard described Orska’s death as a “terrible
suicide that lasted ten years for all the world to see.” 26 One obituary described her transformation
from the “nameless, slender, dark-eyed Polish girl...to the actress Maria Orska,” who enraptured
the public with “a nervous temperament” and “dark timbered Slavic voice...which in the same
breath whispered and screamed and chirped and wailed, never surrendering the charm of exotic
articulation.”27 Even in death, Orska could not escape her image as foreign, exotic, dark, and
seductive. She is supposed to have been buried next to her mother in the Jewish cemetery of
Vienna.

Maria Orska as Jewish-Coded Silent Film Star
Performances in fourteen films between 1913 and 1923 established Maria Orska as a silent film
actress of note, though it would be inaccurate to consider her mainly as an actress of the Weimar
era. Rather, Orska’s film career spanned the inflation period and overlapped with only the first
few years of the Weimar Republic; nine of Orska’s films were made in or before 1917. None of
the characters that Orska played on screen were explicitly Jewish, though many emerged in
Jewish or Jewish-coded contexts or were shaped by the work of Jewish filmmakers. This
suggests that male filmmakers—both Jewish and non-Jewish—did not hesitate to cast a Jewish
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actress in roles that reproduced stereotypes about Jewish women. In many of Orska’s films, and
especially in the melodramas, she played characters reminiscent of Lulu or Salome on some
level: an exotic dancer, a lusted-after woman who drives men crazy, a savage vamp who is
sometimes also a murderess. Even when she did not play a femme fatale as in the comedy Die
Sektwette (The Champagne Bet; 1916), she still played a mysterious dancer. While nothing about
these types is distinctly Jewish, they nevertheless align with stereotypes about beautiful,
dangerous, and foreign Jewish women.
Orska worked with a number of German-Jewish filmmakers, and at least ten of her films
had Jewish directors. One of her earliest films, Dämon und Mensch (Demon and Man; 1915), costarred Rudolph Schildkraut and was adapted from Abraham Schomer’s Yiddish play The Inner
Man by director Richard Oswald and producer Jules Greenbaum.28 In addition, half of Orska’s
films were directed by Jewish filmmaker Max Mack and were produced by Greenbaum-Film
GmbH, including Das tanzende Herz (The Dancing Heart; 1916) and a six-film series released in
1916–17. 29 Max Mack (1884–1973), born Moritz Myrthenzweig as the son of a cantor in
Halberstadt, was a prolific director who at times even drew on his Jewish background in his
writing about film theory.30 Orska was depicted in several photographic illustrations to Mack’s
1916 edited book on screen culture, including in a photo of the diva who quarrels with the
director and writer.31 One early glowing review of Mack’s Maria-Orska-Series noted that Orska
was a “sensation” with a “decidedly distinctive individuality.” 32
Considered an identifiably Jewish actress mainly because of her striking dark looks,
which were associated with Jewishness and eastern otherness, Orska’s image was also shaped by
body language, make-up, gestures, and temperament. Even though she played very few Jewish
roles, she could not escape nominal Jewish associations. The right-wing nationalistic Deutsche
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Zeitung counted Orska among actors of Semitic origin (Jessner, Kortner, Bergner) whom it
alleged should perform as such (i.e. as openly or obviously Jewish) rather than simply
performing as German actors. 33 Countless critics reinforced Jewish stereotypes by relying on the
same dubious adjectives to describe Orska’s presence time and again: dark, exotic, and Russian
or Slavic. Director Rudolf Bernauer deemed her especially capable of portraying “an exotic
woman.”34 Critic Hanns Brodnitz described a vision of Orska playing Cleopatra (a role she never
played) in part because Orska “was not of a Germanic temperament, she would have brought the
whole world of Egypt.”35 Actor Hubert von Meyerinck, a friend of Orska’s, described her as “a
small, dark, very Slavic little person” with “night-black hair.”36 As a Russian-born actress, Orska
was depicted as darker and more exotic than her contemporaries Elisabeth Bergner, Fritzi
Massary, and Irene Triesch, who were also of Jewish descent and likewise lived in Vienna and
later Berlin. 37 Journalist Doris Wittner suggested that Orska used her experience of being a
foreign-born Jew to inspire her performance of exotic characters in Germany. 38 This sentiment
was shared by other Jewish journalists, who focused on how Orska’s intense empathy and the
real tears she shed on stage were connected to the oppression she experienced as a Russian
Jew.39 It is worth noting that the terms “Russian” or “Slavic” were often code for “Jewish”; the
fact that Orska was both only underscored her Jewishness.
Orska’s performance in the title role of Die schwarze Loo, oder Die Komposition des
Anderen (The Black Dancer, or the Composition of the Other; 1917), the last film in the series
directed by Max Mack, offers an especially potent example of the exoticization of the Jewishcoded other, and of the transference of Jewishness onto otherness more generally. This is one of
only a few Orska films that is not lost; in fact, it has been digitized and is available online. The
film premiered on September 6, 1917, in the Marmorhaus Berlin.40 The name “Loo” evokes Lulu
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on some level, and perhaps also Salome. Even Loo’s epithet, “black,” hints at her otherness and
her eastern coloring. As a temperamentvolle Zigeunerin (temperamental gypsy) who dances in
cellar bars, the “Black Loo” is subjected to the gaze and whims of rowdy drinkers. Loo’s
seductive dance moves with scarf and tambourine, paired with her heavily lined eyes and unruly
black wavy hair, provide inspiration to Fredo (Bruno Ziener), a composer working on an operatic
Hungarian dance scene, who discovers her in the bar. Loo moves in with Fredo and continues to
dance for him at home; he credits Loo with a share of his future success. But Loo returns to the
cellar bar to dance and, after a scuffle breaks out, is arrested and jailed. Thinking that she has left
him, Fredo succumbs to his illness and dies. After Fredo’s death, Loo charms her way into an
upscale restaurant, where she dances to earn money for the burial. Here she meets another
composer and conductor, Erwin Burchardt (Theodor Loos), and she achieves bourgeois
respectability as his wife. When Erwin wants to publish Fredo’s score as his own in order to be
appointed to a professorship, Loo expressly forbids it, and Erwin attempts suicide. Erwin
recovers and receives his position after all, and Loo is able to publish Fredo’s papers.
The exotic gypsy character in Die schwarze Loo can be read as a cipher for eastern
Jewish otherness. A short summary of the film in Licht-Bild-Bühne described Orska’s dance in
the cellar bar as “a free, unattached daughter of the vaste steppes.” 41 The word “steppes”
underscores the character’s Russianness, which also stood in for Jewishness. In referencing
gypsy otherness, the film also draws on stereotypes of exotic or transgressive femininity that
extended beyond a strictly racialized group (Sinti and Roma). The category “gypsy” as it is used
here includes those who embraced the fantasy of a Bohemian lifestyle (artists, prostitutes,
beggars). This ambiguity leaves the character open to interpretation and circumvents accusations
of antisemitic or Jewish-critical representation, while still situating Loo within this milieu.
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Hinting at sexual transgression and otherness evokes forms of difference ranging from “gypsy”
to Jewish or black; the erotic and exotic are closely intertwined. Indeed, Loo holds erotic power
over men thanks in part to her connections to the exotic.
Furthermore, Loo’s deeply expressive movements are exaggerated in the typical manner
of expressionist silent film, which was often coded Jewish or conflated with Jewishness. 42 Both
while dancing and in other scenes, such as her time in jail, Orska uses extreme facial expressions
and flings her arms about wildly to conjure up a different type of creature. Yet unlike Lulu, Loo
manages to suppress her urges to dance and become respectable. Her upward mobility points to
the complex processes of acculturation and embourgeoisement of Jews in Germany and parallels
the experience of many other Jewish-coded figures in Weimar cinema. As a femme fatale figure,
Loo is more complicated in that she does not wish harm upon men who treat her well.
Nevertheless, one could argue that Loo causes Fredo’s death through her absence and insistence
that she should be allowed to return to dancing, and that she nearly brings about Erwin’s demise
as well. Although she appears innocent enough, her unconventional and unruly acts serve her
own agenda.
After 1917 Orska took a brief hiatus from film, possibly due to poor health, but she
returned in 1920 and acted in five films during the early Weimar years (1920–23). 43 Her
Weimar-era films included Die letzte Stunde (The Last Hour; 1920, dir. Dimitri Buchowetzki),
Die Bestie im Menschen (The Beast in Man; 1920–21, dir. Ludwig Wolff), Der Streik der Diebe
(The Thieves’ Strike; 1920–21, dir. Alfred Abel), Opfer der Leidenschaft (Victim of Passion;
1922, dir. Paul Czinner), and Sanssouci, the third film of the four-part epic costume drama
Fridericus Rex (1923, dir. Arsen von Cserépy). At least two of these films position Orska’s
character at the center of deathly love entanglements, and in her last film, she played the minor
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role of dancer Barbarina Campanini. 44 Reviews of Orska’s performances in these films were
generally favorable, though occasionally she disappointed. One typical complaint was that, like
many other theater actors, she could not properly translate her acting skills to silent film.
As in Die schwarze Loo, Orska’s Weimar film characters were often seductive,
tempestuous, wicked, and/or exotic women who witness or bring about the deaths of their lovers.
In Die Bestie im Menschen, the film referenced at the beginning of this chapter, which was based
on a novel by Emile Zola, Orska played Severine, the wife of a train station manager, Roubaud
(Eduard von Winterstein). After Roubaud kills Severine’s first lover, she ultimately meets her
death at the hands of another lover, Lantier (Josef Runitsch), whom she had seduced in an
attempt to persuade him to kill Roubaud. The murderous intent of the vamp is again interwoven
with the seductive powers of an emotional Orska character. But in the film, it is Severine who,
thanks to Orska, takes on bestial qualities; this stands in contrast to Zola’s novel, where Lantier
is depicted as the mentally ill human beast. In his review of this film, critic Hans Wollenberg
commented on Orska’s strange and paradoxical mix of attributes, from love and coquetry, to
timidity and criminal instincts.45
In Opfer der Leidenschaft, Orska’s character, Mia, indirectly brings about the death of
her husband. Mia falls in love with Raolo Benghatti (Johannes Riemann), an artist who paints
her likeness before ever meeting her—the painting is titled Sehnsucht (Longing). Devastated by
losing Mia to the artist, her husband Alberto (Paul Bildt) kills himself. Mia and Raolo are
wracked with guilt over the death of Alberto, and Raolo subsequently goes crazy and attempts to
poison himself; Mia helps nurse him back to health. Here, as in many of director Paul Czinner’s
later films, two men desire the same woman, but in Opfer der Leidenschaft it is the men who fall
victim. Later Czinner films starred not Orska but Elisabeth Bergner, who was far more likely to
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play tragic femme fragile types, who themselves died by suicide. In contrast to Bergner, Orska
was cast as a femme fatale or vamp type that was bound up with her appearance, her Russian
Jewish background and exotic appeal, and her wild personal life. Orska was not the only Jewish
woman cast as a vamp or femme fatale, but she was the only major Jewish actress to play
numerous roles of this type in German films of this era. A closer examination of the typecasting
of Orska as well as two other actresses of the 1910s and 1920s sheds light on how gender and
ethnicity worked together to determine potential roles.

Typecasting, Gender, and Racial/Ethnic Minorities
Film casting has always been dependent on the physicality of actors, and typecasting is to some
degree unavoidable. Filmmakers use actors who can play certain types in order to help manage
branding and minimize financial risk. 46 The use of types establishes a shorthand both for
filmmakers and for viewers, who recognize character attributes more quickly when they have
already seen an actor play similar roles. Some actors benefit from typecasting and get more work
because they can play a type that is in demand, whereas others are denied parts because they do
not meet the desired specifications. Jewish actors of the Weimar period fell into one or both of
these categories. Although Jewish actresses were cast as different types (for example, Orska as a
femme fatale and Bergner as a femme fragile), they were less likely than male actors to be cast
as Jewish characters. In general, both male and female Jewish actors who fit stereotypes about
Jewish appearance were at times typecast along ethnic lines, which included emphasizing
anything that could be considered foreign or other. Gender also played a significant role in
typecasting. Whereas perceptions of racialized or ethnic difference often resulted in the casting
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of Jewish male actors in stereotypically Jewish roles, the same traits led to the casting of certain
Jewish actresses in sexualized and Jewish-coded roles that were not overtly Jewish.
A brief look at the origins of typecasting in early Hollywood—particularly when it came
to minority parts—helps contextualize the kind of typecasting that took place in Weimar film. In
1910s Hollywood, typecasting originally took a more literal form, meaning that real people
instead of actors were recruited to play parts that they somehow resembled. As psychologist
Hugo Münsterberg put it in 1916, “If [the producer] needs the fat bartender with his smug smile,
the humble Jewish peddler, or the Italian organ grinder, he does not rely on wigs and paint; he
finds them all ready-made on the East Side.”47 With the emergence of the Star System in the late
1910s, the focus turned to individual actors whose fame brought audiences to the theater time
and again. Race played a major role in Hollywood casting, and in the 1910s and 1920s, black
actors were shut out of mainstream films and found work mainly through small, independent
companies. For decades, Hollywood’s avoidance of mixed-race love systematically excluded
minority actors from lead roles; this exclusion was formalized with the strict enforcement of the
Hays code (1934 to the 1950s), which prevented actors of color from playing characters in
relationships with white actors. White actors, and especially white women, thus played minority
parts in mainstream film with the help of makeup: blackface, brownface, and yellowface. 48
Jewish actors in Hollywood were far more privileged and avoided exclusion according to this
racial divide, though they were at times cast in roles that highlighted Jewish or ethnic difference.
In German films in the late 1910s and in the Weimar Republic, a number of male Jewish
actors were repeatedly cast in similar roles, including some roles as Jewish characters. Leading
actors who were in this situation include Ernst Deutsch, Fritz Kortner, and Alexander Granach.
Several others (Siegfried Arno, Fritz Grünbaum) worked as character actors and were often cast
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as Jewish-coded characters who were the subject of ridicule or mockery. In general, there were
fewer films with Jewish women characters, and a number of non-Jewish actresses were profiled
and cast in Jewish roles according to their background and appearance. Many hailed from eastern
Europe or had dark coloring, for example: Pola Negri (Lea in Der gelbe Schein [The Yellow
Ticket], 1918), Lyda Salmanova (Miriam in Der Golem, 1920), and Elizza la Porta (Rahel Süß,
the Rabbi’s daughter, in Leichte Kavallerie [Light Cavalry], 1927), to name a few. These and
other non-Jewish actresses such as Lya de Putti were considered Jewish looking and at times
were presumed Jewish.49 Only rarely did Jewish actresses perform Jewish characters in Weimar
film, and in most of these instances their characters displayed Jewishness only in highly subtle
ways, if at all. 50 One notable exception is Grete Berger’s minor role as the rabbi’s wife and
mother of protagonist Baruch Mayer in Das alte Gesetz (The Ancient Law, 1923). It is also worth
noting that a few other German-Jewish actresses played bold vamp-like or tyrannical characters
that were coded Jewish on some levels: Betty Amman (in Asphalt, 1929) and Valeska Gert
(especially in Tagebuch einer Verlorenen [Diary of a Lost Girl], 1929).51
More than other actresses, Maria Orska provides an important example of the typecasting
of a Jewish woman according to a sense of racialized or ethnic Jewish difference. Orska was not
only seen as dark-haired, foreign or Russian, and Jewish, but she was also notoriously wild. The
combination of these characteristics resulted in the constant exoticization of Orska when it came
to casting, which enables us to draw parallels between Orska and others who were perceived as
ethnically exotic. Orska’s dark coloring made her a natural fit for exotic eastern roles, from
Salome to a gypsy dancer. On this level, Maria Orska can be understood as a German counterpart
to Theda Bara, or as a Jewish counterpart to Anna May Wong. Like both Bara and Wong, Orska
was considered exotically seductive; in several films, she, too, played a dancer. But as a white
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actress, Orska was cast in numerous lead roles. Still, it is likely that the roles for which she was
considered were limited to some degree by how she was perceived. Although the vamp type for
which Orska was known may have prevented her from being cast in different film roles, it
presumably also helped her land some roles according to type, and thus was not necessarily
detrimental to her career.
In many ways, Orska’s career parallels that of her Hollywood contemporary Theda Bara
(1885–1955), the very first actress to earn the vamp title thanks to her role as the Vampire in A
Fool There Was (1915). While Bara’s vampire was more human and less otherworldly than other
contemporary vampires (for example, Count Orlak in Nosferatu, 1922), representations of
vampires have long been tied to antisemitic portrayals of Jews.52 Theda Bara, a Jewish American
actress, was born Theodosia Burr Goodman to parents from eastern Europe and Switzerland.
Bara never managed to break away from this beautifully wicked type and was repeatedly cast as
a vamp or villainess for the duration of her short film career, which fizzled after 1918–19 and
ended completely in 1926. Like Orska, she, too, played exotic orientalized and sexualized
characters, from Cleopatra to Salome. Thanks to the wide distribution of the (now lost) 1918
Salome film, Bara was possibly the best-known Salome actress of the 1910s in the United
States. 53 Ronald Genini has suggested that Bara exemplified the psychic vampire—a human
whose vampirism related to sexual conquest and did not include actual bloodsucking—which
differed from the femme fatale only insofar as the vamp possessed a kind of extreme and quasisupernatural exoticism. Bara achieved this image through hair dye and makeup that transformed
her from a blonde to a brunette and emphasized the “dark and midnight beauty” associated with
evil women. Dark eye makeup was used to make her look more exotic and sinful; dark blue
costumes accentuated her ghostly whiteness.54
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In part because Hollywood operated on a much larger scale, Bara was far more successful
and better known than Orska—though Bara’s stardom ended somewhat more abruptly. The New
York Times estimated in 1916 that half a million people a day, or 182 million per year, watched
Theda Bara films.55 It is possible that Bara’s Jewish background was not widely known until
1918, when an article critical of Bara suggested that her exotic persona was a cover for
Jewishness. Some scholars have suggested that it was not a coincidence that Bara’s image ceased
to appeal once her Jewishness came under public scrutiny, whereas others argue it had more to
do with production trends during and shortly after World War I.56 Regardless of the extent to
which Jewishness impacted the end of Bara’s career, it is clear that her exotic appeal was part of
what enabled her to achieve success as original vamp. But Jewishness was also associated with
the “dangerous” influx of eastern European immigrants in both the United States and Germany,
and exoticism linked to Jewishness was not always received positively. For Bara, being
associated with the vamp type was the path to both celebrity and downfall.
Chinese American actor Anna May Wong (1905–61) offers another example of an actress
who could not avoid being typecast—and racially profiled—in both Hollywood and Germany. In
fact, it was partly due to Anna May Wong’s exclusion from leading roles in Hollywood that she
migrated to Germany in 1928. In leaving America for Europe, she joined other performers of
color including Josephine Baker and Paul Robeson. Director Richard Eichberg quickly
discovered and capitalized on Wong’s talents, but perhaps because Wong represented an
unknown kind of foreignness—there were not many people of Chinese descent in Weimar
Germany—he helped create a “dangerous exotic quality that marginalized [her] characters and
doomed their fates.”57 In her first four films in Germany, Wong was cast as a dancer, though
unlike Orska’s and Bara’s femmes fatales, Wong’s characters were more likely to perish or be
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exiled. For example, in her first German film, Schmutziges Geld (Song, 1928), Wong played
Song, a rescued refugee who entrances audiences with her beauty and in one of the final scenes
performs an exotic knife dance, ultimately dying after she falls on the knife. Cynthia Walk has
argued that Song and other characters played by Wong posed a “multilayered sexual, racial, and
colonial threat” that disappeared with their deaths. 58 Although race and racial profiling
accompanied the casting of Wong and shaped the films in which she starred, Wong (like Orska
and Bara) benefited to some extent from the stardom that came with repeat roles. Still, the fact
that she was considered to be ethnically and racially different certainly prevented Wong from
obtaining other roles.
Where typecasting becomes damaging is not at the level of the individual actor or
filmmaker, for whom an actor’s ability to deliver a certain type consistently has the potential to
be advantageous, but rather when it creates and reinforces negative images that are projected
onto minority cultures. Female characters coded as Jewish in German cinema were depicted as
dangerous, dark, and foreign, which in turn might have reflected poorly on perceptions of Jews
as a whole—a complaint that persisted also in Weimar Jewish film criticism with respect to male
actors.59 A Chinese actress whose characters were perceived as a threat was similarly not well
positioned to advance the acceptance of Chinese and other East Asian actors in white-dominant
contexts. The fact that numerous actresses of the 1910s and 1920s were time and again cast as
exotic, sexualized characters only reinforced the exclusion of ethnic and racial or racialized
minorities from both cinema and society. In recent years, both advocacy groups and scholars
have drawn attention to the fact that twenty-first-century typecasting still disproportionately and
adversely affects actors of color and other minorities. Sociologist Nancy Wang Yuen has pointed
out that many black actors have won awards for playing slaves, servants, and criminals,
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suggesting that stereotypes and racial bias still play a major role in how minority actors are cast,
perceived, and valued.60
Already in the 1910s and 1920s, typecasting limited the range of parts offered to many
actors, thereby preventing them from achieving their full potential. It was not only perceived
ethnic difference or eastern heritage that led to the typecasting of such Jewish actresses as Maria
Orska and Theda Bara, but these factors certainly played a role. With Anna May Wong, we see
an even more extreme version of how typecasting led some minority actors to leave Hollywood
in pursuit of lead roles abroad. In Germany in the early twentieth century, many Jewish actors
inhabited an intermediate semi-ethnic category for which typecasting did not always apply. Jews
were considered other, to be sure, but Jewish difference was not always obvious or known. Yet
certain Jewish actors with dark coloring and eastern roots were highly susceptible to profiling
and were especially likely to be typecast. In the case of Maria Orska, this took the form of
repeatedly playing a femme fatale type who was equal parts Jewish-coded and evil.

Kerry Wallach is associate professor of German studies and an affiliate of the Jewish Studies
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